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Playing games while on the go can be tricky. You are dealing with a relatively small smartphone screen and a short amount of free time. Meanwhile, many games focus on longer game sessions and smaller, detailed controls. For tablet play is ok, but we're rounding bite-sized, finger-friendly fun available
on Android that's best suited to smartphones. Super Hexagon is an action game where players dive through a maze of walls that constantly rotate and fall inside. The constant, disorienting movement makes performing this insanely difficult, and the amazing soundtrack doesn't help the nerves either. As
you beat each stage, the harder level version is unlocked. Soon, everything is getting well and truly ridicadonk. Super hexagon is the game of choice for gluttony punishment. Download Super Hexagon ($2.99) Dumb Ways to Die players in Dumb Ways to Die must survive a barrage of deadly mini-games
that get harder as time goes on. These include swatting off deadly wasps, shooing piranhas from your crotch, and holding onto balloons so you don't dive onto the tracks. Three adorable animated deaths and it's game over. As you progress, your collection of dancing cartoon corpses grows. Overall,
Dumb Ways to Die is a fantastically painful test of reflexes. Download Dumb Ways to Die (free, ad) Despicable Me: Minion Rush Despicable Me: Minion Rush is an endless runner featuring adorable little creatures from the popular animated film. Players must swipe left and right to avoid incoming
obstacles and collect bananas and bonuses. Camera angles and control types change regularly, requiring players to stay on their feet, and with plenty of unlockable content, including costumes and new runs, the game stays fresh for a long time. Despicable Me: Minion Rush is an extremely interesting
and great way to kill a few minutes. Download Dispicable Me: Minion Rush (Free, IAPs) Dots Dots is a laid-back puzzle title that involves lining up the equally colored dots as quickly as possible. Collect points by drawing a line through them, and get bonuses for creating closed loops. At the end of the
round, either by the time or number of moves collected points can be spent on bonuses to help in future matches. Pass-and-game multiplayer is also available if you want to see how you stack up against your buddies. The points are easy to pick up, and great to watch. Download the dots (free, IAPs)
Canabalt Canabalt is a fast and furious endless runner with a minimalist art style. All you have to do is tap the screen anywhere to navigate the gaps between the buildings you're working on. There are many other one-touch endless runners on Android, but Canabalt for its high speed, fluid animation, and
short playback cycle. You won't find any in-app purchases, bonuses, or anything like that here; The only challenge is to make it further than your last startup launch faceplanting into another skyscraper. Despite his age, Canabalt is a clean, scratched runner. Download Canabalt ($2.99) Fruit Ninja Fruit
Ninja is an extremely popular action game. Players make quick napkins to slice the fruit tossed into the air before it hits the ground, but be sure not to hit the bombs. Although it's an old game, the developer regularly updates with new content. There's a premium currency, starfruit that players earn through
gameplay, which is used to buy these bomb deflectors, bonus fruits, and new blades. Fruit Ninja has stood the test of time and remains affordable and fun. Fruit Ninja ($0.99, IAPs) flick Football for random futbol games, Flick Football is great. It is a different kicking game where players have to race
against time, hit goals, and otherwise score a few goals. Recognition of the napkin is polished and leads to some very natural arc sensations. Even after the kick has landed, you can change the trajectory with a quick swipe. Download flick Football ($1.99) Tetris Blitz Tetris Blitz is a reimagining of the
classic block-drop puzzle. Random spawn blocks at the top of the screen and you have to click the place to throw them so a solid row of blocks is formed. This series disappears and you get points; The more strings you take at once, the more points you get. The catch is that you only have two minutes to
score as many points as possible. They are also thrown in bonuses that will help you along the way, and the Frenzy meter that fills as you score points and eventually initiates massive spout points bonuses. Tetris Blitz is a fun, quick turn to the classics. Download Thetris Blitz (Free, IAPs) Major Mayhem
Major Mayhem is a side scroll shooter with dirt simple controls. Players click on secret agents and ninjas as they jump out from behind the cover to open fire. Save scientists from evil paws ne'er-do-wells, earn coins and discover new weapons and equipment. The basic Mayhem is a blunt, action-packed
ride with lots of flavor. Download the basic Mayhem (free, IAPs) Beach Buggy Blitz at Buggy Beach Blitz players drive along the beach as soon as possible. There are many obstacles along the way that slow you down if you hit them, and if you can't make the next checkpoint before the clock runs out, it's
back to the starting line. Coins are scattered along a route that funds upgrades like new rides and bonuses. Dust, water and light effects are all very impressive, and add up to a surprisingly rich experience. While the Beach Buggy Blitz is child friendly, is it a ton of fun for everyone to download the Beach
Buggy Blitz (free, IAPs) your favorite games for Android phones? This is our favorite short-sweet Android game for But what have you got? We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. If you find yourself proud owner of a new Android smartphone or or This holiday season, one of
the first things you can do - once the basics are taken care of - is get hold of some of the best gaming titles. Through the Google Play Store and Amazon Appstore, Android has a plethora of gaming variety to choose from, from random titles like Angry Birds to hardcore, competitive shooters like Modern
Combat 4. Fortunately, we've been tracking some of the best Android games out there over the past few months and we have links to some of our best selections after the break. Dig! Choosing our favorite titles in multiple genres is all classics, and the main downloads for gamers are picking up a new
Android phone or tablet over the holidays. If you're following a list of great titles to get you started, look no further. Read more: The best Android games in all genres The best Android shooter games Modern Android phones and tablets now rival the latest generation of home consoles in terms of graphics
and computing skill, meaning that the fast-paced first-person shooter titles with stunning visuals are now a reality on your mobile phone. Mobile Nations' gaming guru Simon Sage picks some of the best shooters out there in our breakdown of this category. Read more: The best shooters on Android The
best free Android racing games high-end hardware and fast, responsive motion sensors have made mobile devices the perfect platform for racing games. Our favorites include blockbusters such as Gameloft's Asphalt Series, and quirkier indie titles such as Forever Drive and Motoheroez. What's more,
these are all free titles. Check out our full article for the full list. Read more: The best free racing games on Android The best free Android games we get it - games can be expensive. Some of the top mobile titles can set you back quite a penny once you consider in the original download purchase plus in-
app. Fortunately, we've tracked down some of the best free Android titles to get you straight into action without spending a dime. Read more: Our picks of the best free android games The best Android RPGs role-playing games can draw you into a story and a fantasy world unlike any other genre of
gaming, and modern mobile devices allow you to carry these virtual spheres around in your pocket. Although RPGs traditionally find their home on consoles and PCs, there is a surprisingly wide range of large mobile role players available for Android devices. Read more: The best Android role-playing
games Best Android Strategy Games With the advent of mobile games, many strategy titles have evolved from mouse and keyboard oriented controls to old ones to take advantage of the fast, accurate controls offered by modern touchscreen devices. And like Android and tablets offered increased
computing power, the door was open to rich environments and more insidious enemies. Check out our list of the best Android Android strategies for some great examples. Read more: The best Android strategy titles are your favorite games It's just a selection of our best Android gaming picks. But be sure
to share your favorite Android titles down in the comments. Scroll down and let us know what you're playing this holiday season. We can earn commissions for purchases using our links. Learn more. (Pocket-lint) - The world of Android phones is very different from the world of Apple phones. Apple aims to
give you the same experience on its devices while Android embraces diversity, with phones from different manufacturers having very different personalities - and different features. This means that personal brand preferences play a big role, in addition to the basic Android experience. Pricing is extremely
competitive, presenting you with many options. Here's our run down of the very best Android phones you can buy and the reasons why they deserve your attention. Our selection of all the best smartphones including the ApplePocket-lintOnePlus 8 Prosquirrel_widget_233185The OnePlus 8 Pro is
undoubtedly the company's most complete smartphone to date and one of the best Android phones out there. It has a large and shiny display, a durable and fast-charging battery, IP68 waterproofing, an excellent main and wide-angle camera on the back, and software that is fluid and lightweight. There
are a few things that stop this device from being perfect - the color filter camera seems like it's only there to claim a quad core, the telephoto camera isn't a class of presenters either and not everyone will see the benefit of a 120Hz screen. Overall though, the OnePlus 8 Pro provides a true flagship
experience that offers everything you could want, and it's still cheaper than its eminent competition. Review OnePlus 8 Pro: Pursuing perfectionPocket-lintSamsung Galaxy S20-squirrel_widget_184580The Samsung Galaxy S Series has long been the flagship series to beat the android world. And with
Samsung still commanding a significant portion of the market, it's one that's easier to recommend buying in 2020. With a big name comes a great experience. The amazing display at the front dominates the available space, with the camera's hole kick being just a minor distraction from the otherwise
glorious display. Inside, you get all the power you could wish for, and the performance to match. It's fast, fluid, goes all day and has one of the most versatile cameras available on any smartphone. Samsung Galaxy S20 review: a selection bunch? Pocket-lintGoogle Pixel 4asquirrel_widget_317382It may
not sport a flagship processor under the hood, but the opportunity to get almost complete Pixel experience at a fraction of the cost of the full Pixel 4 is fantastic. This phone is all about lowering the price barrier, allowing you to get to this excellent Pixel camera without hefty wad of cash. It works as clean,
extended version of Android as Pixel 4 4 And there are some intelligent AI used to ensure that the software and animation all runs as smoothly as you would expect from a more powerful phone. Google Pixel 4a review: Small but mightyPocket-lintOnePlus Nordsquirrel_widget_305633After years of
climbing the price ladder with its standard and pro model phones of all sports flagship qualcomm processors, OnePlus Nord is the first device from a company that doesn't. Instead, Nord joins a flurry of mid-range phones with a Snapdragon 765 chipset under the hood, and it offers a highly competitive
experience for its price tag. It's got 5G, lots of storage, a big and fast display, fast charging, and a software experience that's fluid and clean. Its main camera is good, too, even if others are just a distraction. As affordable phones go, Nord is easily one of the best phones in its price range. OnePlus Nord
review: Who needs an expensive flagship anyway? Pocket-lintMotorola Moto G8 Powersquirrel_widget_184710The Moto G Power or G8 Power in the UK may not be the most ostentatious, all singing all phone dancing on the list, but for the money, it shows that the Moto G brand is still the king of budget
smartphones. It sits right on the budget phone, has a large screen, expandable storage, clean and liquid software and enough energy to make it usable on a daily basis. It has a slightly weak camera, slow Wi-Fi and lack of NFC, but battery life is absolutely phenomenal for a smartphone and improves the
Moto G7 in most departments - screen, design, storage. If you're shopping on a budget: The Moto G8 Power is the class of leading available phone. Moto G8 Power review: The big battery bossPocket-lintHuawei P30 Prosquirrel_widget_147530It with some caution that we recommend the Huawei P30
Pro. Undoubtedly, Huawei has released a star smartphone. It has tremendous power, amazing battery life and even compared to new launches, a camera system that is class leading. But there is no escape from the fact that Huawei still faces some uncertainty. Although the P30 Pro has Android 10, there
are doubts about what might happen in the future, so consider yourself warned. Huawei P30 Pro review: The quad-core camera crushes competitorsPocket-lintOppo Find X2 Prosquirrel_widget_192445Oppo which has quickly adapted to the Western market. He quickly adapted his software to more
closely match what the European market prefers with the Android phone, and now, its ColorOS user interface is much better than the mess it once did. The Oppo Find X2 Pro has a stunning 120Hz OLED screen that delivers in resolution, color and speed upgrade, while powerful and solid battery innings
will take almost everything you throw at it. The versatile triple camera system is impressive too, even if the night mode can't beat the competition. With Huawei's presence looking more doubtful in Europe, it looks like Oppo has come out fighting the fight take this place in the phone's flagship space. The
problem with the X2 Pro? That the OnePlus 8 Pro exists for less money. Oppo Find X2 Pro review: Brilliant starPocket-lintXiaomi Mi 9T Prosquirrel_widget_168098When it comes to Android phones offering good value for money, Xiaomi is a rising star. The Mi 9 was a cracking phone, but the Mi 9T Pro -
despite the confusing name - is moving on and also being cheaper. If the money is tough, then it's impossible to ignore, giving you flagship power, decent battery and cameras that stand against competitors. The display is great and there is no real sign that it is a cheaper phone. MIUI software is not the
best, however. Xiaomi Mi 9T Pro review: The incredible value of thePocket-lintXia Redmi Note 9squirrel_widget_261834The The Xiaomi Redmi Note 9 offers a lot for your money, with impressive hardware, design and power that leaves many competitors in the dust. The camera system is perhaps a bit
oversold, the speaker does not provide the best sound quality and the software brings a lot of bloat. The Redmi Note 9 offers a premium design though, along with a longer battery life, plenty of energy and excellent value for money. Redmi Note 9 review: The new available champion? Pocket-lintSamsung
Galaxy Note 10 squirrel_widget_328377The Galaxy Note has always been about one thing: S Pen. While the S Pen gets a few updates, the real update for the Note 10 family is creating two sizes that continues with the latest Note 20 range. The Note 10 is not much different from the older S10, except for
the S Pen and 5G, and it has been replaced by the Note 20 Ultra, but it is still capable in every sense. It's a lovely phone with lots of power, a great display and that's the S Pen.Samsung Galaxy Note 10 review: S Pen rules wayPocket-lintXiaomi Mi 10 Litesquirrel_widget_281310As the market hot up to
deliver more affordable 5G phones, Xiaomi's Mi 10 Lite offer is a high scale. There's a large OLED display, the main camera is very capable, there's a decent battery life and there's a fingerprint scanner underneath the display. You'll miss out on the microSD extension, the software is a bit bloated and the
cutout looks a bit dated, but this phone provides a class-leading spec for its price and everything runs smoothly. Ignore the name for a moment and focus on what matters: Mi 10 Lite provides a class of leading specs in a totally tempting package. Xiaomi Mi 10 Lite review: 5G heavyweight Writing by Chris
Hall. Hall.
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